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FP7 People Programme - Marie Curie Action

Fellowship Programme

announce the launch of the RESTATE Programme,

FBK Fellowship Programme

|The Fondazione Bruno Kessler is pleased to

RESTATE Programme
The RESTATE Programme is a Marie Curie Action
under the People of FP7 (COFUND) to co-fund
regional, national and international fellowship
programmes for research training and career
development.

Important Dates
.: Call launch:

.: Selected candidates may choose to start their

November 14, 2011
.: Deadline for application submission:
January 13, 2012 (17.00 GMT+1)

The Fellowships
.: Two different mobility schemes:
Incoming: reserved to Researchers that may
originate from any country inside or outside
Europe, provided, however, that over the
previous 36 months they have been working
outside Italy for at least 24 months.
Re-integration: reserved to Researchers who have
carried out secondary or advanced studies in
Italy, have then worked in one of the third
countries for at least 3 years, and are now
interested in returning to Italy to further their
research interests.
.: Projects shall have an average length of 24
months.
.: Yearly total amount of max €64.400

The calls under the COFUND action are dedicated to
experienced researchers*, who are looking for
advanced research training, with an objective of
developing their career.
* Experienced researchers must, at the time of the relevant deadline for submission of proposals, either be in possession of a PhD degree, irrespective of the time taken to earn it, or have
at least four years of full-time equivalent research experience.

projects either two or six months after the
publication of the final ranking.
.: The proposals must be sent only electronically
through the website: http://cofund.fbk.eu.
.: A help desk service will be available from the
call launch date through email: cofund@fbk.eu.

FBK fields of competence
FBK is recognized for its competences in the
following fields:
.: Embedded Intelligence and Systems
.: Multimodal Perception
.: Knowledge and Data Management and
Visualization
.: Software and Services
.: Human Computer Interaction
.: Human Language Technologies
.: Material Science and Physics of Condensed
Matter
.: Nano- and Micro-Technologies
.: Life Science (Biomedical Sensors, Bioinformatics
and Neuroinformatics)
.: Materials and Technologies for Energy and
Environment
.: Transition as an historical problem
(16th - 20th centuries)
.: Religion as a social and political mean for ruling
transitions (16th - 20th centuries)

Evaluation Criteria
Candidates will be evaluated according to five
main criteria:
1. Scientific level of the applicant
2. S/T quality of the project
3. Collaboration (context and synergy with the
hosting environment)
4. Professional growth
5. Relevance to the Programme objectives
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